Paper for Econ 475/Euro 494

Please submit your proposal by January 18, 2006
preferably by e-mail

Proposal should include
a title
a description (a few lines)
a preliminary outline
some preliminary sources

It may be
approved
approved subject to changes
rejected

The paper should primarily have an economic content – you should avoid choosing a topic covering mostly business, political, institutional or economic geography issues.

I will respond by e-mail.

Paper due on February 22, 2006

8 to 10 pages for econ 475 and at least 12 pages for Euro 494
with footnotes, references, and bibliography.

Tables and bibliography are in addition to the 8-10 pages.

Formal construction with introduction and conclusion. Include page numbers and use spell check on your computer.

List of titles:

In a week or so I will make available on the course web site a list of titles of past papers written by Econ 475 students. Some were very good and some not so good. The title does not give any indication on how well the individual students did.